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Abstract

Linear Temporal Logic (LTL), as one of the temporal logic, can generate a
fully automated correct-by-design controller synthesis approach for single or
multiple autonomous vehicles, under much more complex missions than the
traditional point-to-point navigation.
In this master thesis, a framework which combines model- checking-based
robot motion planning with action planning is proposed based on LTL for-
mulas. The specifications implicitly require both sequential regions for multi-
agent to visit and the desired actions to perform at these regions while avoid-
ing collision with each other and fixed obstacles. The high level motion and
task planning and low level navigation function based collision avoidance
controller are verified by nontrivial simulation and implementation on real
quadcopter in Smart Mobility Lab.

Key Words: Finite transition system(FTS), Linear Temporal Logic(LTL)
formula, Büchi automaton(BA), Optimal path, Robotic operating system(ROS)
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

In recent years, with the development of technology, more and more au-
tonomous robot such as unmanned aerial vehicle(UAV), domestic robots,
autonomous cars appear in our daily life. One of the most important feature
of autonomous robots is that they are expected to comprehend user’s com-
mand like go to certain place or finish certain task without or with as less
human intervention as possible.

All the robotics issues we mentioned above related to two fundamen-
tal problems: task and motion planning. Nowadays, temporal-logical-based
task and motion planing has gain more and more attention. Linear Tem-
poral Logic (LTL), as one of the temporal logic, can generate a fully auto-
mated correct-by-design controller synthesis approach for single or multiple
autonomous vehicles, under much more complex missions than the tradi-
tional point-to-point navigation [1].

Therefore, we will focus on the LTL based task and motion planing for
multi-agent in this thesis. The high level motion and task planning and low
level collision avoidance controller is verified by nontrivial simulation and
implementation on real quadcopter in Smart Mobility Lab.

1.2 Related Work

Temporal logical model checking is an automatic verification technique for
the finite state systems which was developed independently by Clarke and
Emerson[2] and by Queille and Sifakis[3] in early 1980’s.

Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) specifications, as one of the temporal logic
model checking method, was first introduced by Amir Pnueli[4] in 1977’s. In
this paper, the formal system which is particular suitable for reasoning about
concurrent programs was first proposed. A general LTL model checking
process which satisfied the automata-theoretic model checking criterion[5]
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Chapter 1. Introduction 8

can be described as below :

1. Define the transition system model M containing traces over the set of
atomic propositions.

2. Let specification ϕ be a formula over the set of atomic propositions.

3. Check that M |= ϕ:

• Translate the specification ¬ϕ into a Büchi automaton A¬ϕ and
develop the synchronized product of A¬ϕ and model M as AM,¬ϕ

• check whether AM,¬ϕ is empty. Namely, check if there is a trace
that is accepted by AM,¬ϕ.

- If such trace exists, return FALSE and regards this trace as
a counter example.

- If no such trace exists, return TRUE.

Figure 1.1 The automata-theoretic approach to LTL model checking

In which the most common used algorithm for AM,¬ϕ nonemptiness check
is Depth-first search (DFS) and the algorithm complexity is linear in sum of
vertex and transition.
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We can classify the LTL model checker into two types: explicit model
checker and symbolic model checker. The most commonly used explicit LTL
model checker includes SPIN[6] and SPOT[7]. Each model checker has its
own characteristics, for example, SPIN verification models put emphasis on
proving the correctness of process interactions, and attempt to abstract as
much as possible from internal sequential computations, while the SPOT
which relies on Transition-based Generalized Büchi Automata (TGBA) can
be combined and interfaced with third party tools to build a model checker.

However, all of them construct the explicit state space model and develop
the synchronized product AM,¬ϕ such that L (AM,¬ϕ) = L (M) ∩L (A¬ϕ)
and |AM,¬ϕ| = O|M | · |A¬ϕ|, where | · | denotes the size of the automaton
which concern about both number of state and the transition between dif-
ferent state. However, when it comes to verify the nonemptiness of AM,¬ϕ,
the computation time required to find the related trace will grow exponen-
tially with the number of system components which is one of the major
practical limitation of model checking. Besides, the state explosion prob-
lem is inevitable in the worst case. Fortunately, a lot of techniques have
been developed to mitigate this kind of problem for certain types of systems
over last several years. For instance, partial order reduction which use asyn-
chronous composition of processes to analysis the independence of state in
the system[8], and analyzing simulation and equivalence of programs[9] and
the use of rigorous argument [10].

On the other hand, the symbolic model checkers, such as CadenceSMV[11],
NuSMV [12], and VIS[13] which represent the mode of system symbolicly
also address the state explosion problem. Theoretically, all symbolic model
checkers use all most the same symbolic translation for LTL specifications
which is described in [14] though there are some slight differences on further
optimization. The method they used to analyze the state space is called
binary decision diagrams (BDDs)[15]. BDD was introduced by McMillan in
1992[16] and it provides a compress representation of state space by using
Boolean formulas so that there is no explicit state graph and we can use
syntactically small equations to represent large sets of states.

Therefore, the main difference between explicit model checker and sym-
bolic model checker is that latter one represents the state as the result of a
logical equation and reduce the memory space significantly.
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1.3 Thesis Outline

In this section I will describe the outline and my main contribution to each
chapter briefly.

Chapter 2 Graph theory and dynamic modeling of quadrator with
manipulator are introduced

Chapter 3 LTL based motion planning for multi-agent case as well
as high level collision avoidance is introduced

Chapter 4 Local independent task for multi-agent case is discussed
Chapter 5 Both nontrivial simulation and real implementation in ROS

are presented
Chapter 6 Conclusion and further improvement



Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Graph Theory

A graph consists of several nodes where some pair of node are connected by
links. We usually called the nodes as vertices and the links between vertices
as edges. Normally, a graph can be represented by formula G = (V, E)
comprising a set V of vertices together with a set E of edges.

The graph can be classified into several types: undirected graph, directed
graph, weighted graph and so on.

• the undirected graph is a graph in which edges have no orientation.
The edge (a, b) is identical to the edge (b, a)

• A directed graph or digraph is a graph in which edges have orientations.
That is, we need to distinguish edge (a, b) and edge (b, a)

• A weighted graph is a graph in which a number (the weight) is assigned
to each edge. Both undirected and undirected graph can become a
weighted graph

Figure 2.1 Directed graph(left) and undirected graph(right)

The two basic path search algorithm in graph are Depth-first search
(DFS)[17] and Breadth-first search (BFS)[18]. DFS starts at the arbitrary
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node in the graph as root and explores as far as possible along each branch
before backtracking, while BFS explores the neighbor nodes first, before
moving to the next level neighbors. The algorithm in detail are described in
Algorithm1 and Algorithm2.

Algorithm 1 Depth-first-search
Require: Graph G = (V,E), root node s
1: function DFS (G)
2: for each vertex u ∈ G.V do
3: u.color = WHITE
4: u.π = NIL
5: end for
6: time = 0
7: for each vertex u ∈ G.V do
8: if u.color == WHITE then
9: DFS − V ISIT (G.u)

10: end if
11: end for
12: end function
13: function DFS-VISIT(G, u)
14: time = time+ 1
15: u.d = time
16: u.color = GRAY
17: for each v ∈ G.Adj[u] do
18: if v.color == WHITE then
19: v.π = u
20: DFS − V ISIT (G, v)
21: end if
22: end for
23: u.color = BLACK
24: time = time+ 1
25: u.f = time
26: end function
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Algorithm 2 Breadth-first-search
Require: Graph G = (V,E), root node s
1: function BFS (G, s)
2: for each vertex u ∈ G.V − {s} do
3: u.color = WHITE
4: u.d =∞
5: u.π = NIL
6: end for
7: s.color = GRAY
8: s.d = 0
9: s.π = NIL

10: Q = Empty
11: ENQUEUE(Q, s)
12: while Q! = Empty do
13: u = DEQUEUE(Q)
14: for each v ∈ G.Adj[u] do
15: if v.color == WHITE then
16: v.color = GRAY
17: v.d = u.d+ 1
18: v.π = u
19: ENQUEUE(Q, v)
20: end if
21: end for
22: u.color = BLACK
23: end while
24: end function

2.2 Modeling of Quadrotor with Manipulator

This section has derived the dynamic model of the UAV with manipulator
in a symbolic matrix by using Euler-Lagrangian formalism which has laid
a solid foundation for further study eg: developing controller for picking
and dropping. The whole system for UAV with manipulator with respect to
reference frame is illustrated in figure 2.2

2.2.1 Kinematic Model

We define the yaw-pitch-roll Euler Angles w.r.t the fixed frame of earth
inertia frame as η = [ϕ θ ψ] Then we can derive the rotation matrix:
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Figure 2.2 Cartesian coordinate system for UAV with manipulator [19]

RI
B = RX(ϕ)RY (θ)RZ(ψ)

=

 cθcψ −cθsψ sθ
cϕsψ + cψsϕsθ cϕcϕ− sθsψsϕ −sϕcθ
sϕsψ − cψcϕsθ sϕcψ + cθsψsϕ cϕcθ

 (2.1)

where RI
B denotes the rotation matrix R of body frame B w.r.t inertia frame

I.
If we denotes the absolute position of the UAV, i.e. the position of body

frame B w.r.t the inertia frame I expressed in inertia frame I as P I
B/I =

[x y z], then the absolute linear velocity of the UAV can be expressed as:
.

P I
B/I = RI

B
˙PB
B/I (2.2)

In view of the orthogonality of R, one has the relation

RRT = I (2.3)

Differential it with respect to time and set

S(ωIB/I) =
.

RI
B (RI

B)T

=

 0 −
.
θ sϕ−

.
ψ cϕcθ

.
θ cϕ−

.
ψ cθsϕ

.
θ sϕ+

.
ψ cϕcθ 0 −

.
ϕ−

.
ψ sθ

.
ψ cθsϕ−

.
θ cϕ

.
ϕ+

.
ψ sθ 0

 (2.4)

where ωIB/I denotes angular velocity of body frame B w.r.t inertia frameI
in inertia frame I and ck(sk) denotes cosk(sink).
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Therefore,

ωIB/I =


.
ϕ+

.
ψ sθ

.
θ cϕ−

.
ψ cθsϕ

.
θ sϕ+

.
ψ cϕcθ

 =

 1 0 sθ
0 cϕ −cθsϕ
0 sϕ cϕcθ




.
ϕ
.
θ
.
ψ

 (2.5)

Set  1 0 sθ
0 cϕ −cθsϕ
0 sϕ cϕcθ

 = Γη (2.6)

ωIB/I = Γη
.
ηB (2.7)

Also,

ωBB/I = (RI
B)TωIB/I = (RI

B)TΓη
.
η = QB

.
η (2.8)

Taking the representation singularities of above matrix into considera-
tion, then θ 6= ±k π2 , with k = 1, 3, 5...

Therefore, according to direct kinematics, any vector in body frame B
can be expressed in inertia frame I by using the following matrix:

AB =

[
RI
B P I

B/I

0T 1

]
(2.9)

Noticing that in our case a manipulator with n rigid links is attached to the
aerial vehicle. In order to complete the series of task i.e. grab, hold, move,
we need to know the position of end-effector. It was previously illustrated
that the pose of a point in body frame w.r.t the inertia frame is described by
the position vector of the origin and the vectors of body frame attached to
the inertia frame. Hence, let us start with more general case. By denoting
the the position of the center of mass of the link i with i = 1, 2, ..., n w.r.t
the inertia frame I as P I

li/I , the following relationship holds

P I
li/I = P I

B/I +RI
BP

B
li/I (2.10)

Similarly, we can derive the the angular velocity of the center of mass of
the link i w.r.t the inertia frame I as

ωIli/I = ωIB/I +RI
Bω

B
li/I (2.11)

Considering the manipulator geometric Jacobian, we have
.

PB
li/B = J

(li)
P

.
q ωBli/B = J (li)

o

.
q (2.12)
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By taking (2.11) and (2.12) into account and differential (2.10) w.r.t
time yield

.

P I
li/I =

.

P I
B/I +

.

RI
B P

B
li/I +RI

B

.

PB
li/I

=
.

P I
B/I +S(ωIB/I)R

I
BP

B
li/I +RI

BJ
(li)
P

.
q

=
.

P I
B/I −S(P I

li/I)ω
I
B/I +RI

BJ
(li)
P

.
q (2.13)

and

ωIli/I = ωIB/I +RI
BJ

(li)
o

.
q (2.14)

Now, let us focus on a more specific problem: the linear velocity and
angular velocity of end-effector. Based on what we derived above, we can
easily get this problem done:

Let P I
E/I be the position of end-effector w.r.t the inertia frame I and

ωIli/I be the angular velocity of end-effector w.r.t the inertia frame I. we can
get

.

P I
E/I =

.

P I
B/I −S(P I

E/I)ω
I
B/I +RI

BJ
(E)
P

.
q

=
.

P I
B/I −S(P I

E/I)Γη
.
ηB +RI

BJ
(E)
P

.
q (2.15)

and

ωIE/I = ωIB/I +RI
BJ

(E)
o

.
q = Γη

.
ηB +RI

BJ
(E)
o

.
q (2.16)

If we define the generalized joints vector as ξ =
[
P I
B/I

T
ηTB qT

]T
which is nζ = 6 + n dimension. Then

.

P I
E/I =

[
I3 −S(P I

E/I)Γη RI
BJ

(E)
P

] .
ξ = JP (q)

.
ξ (2.17)

ωIE/I =
[
03 Γη RI

BJ
(E)
o

] .
ξ = Jo(q)

.
ξ (2.18)

Therefore, the configuration space of end-effector can be expressed as

υ̇E =

[
JP (q)
JP (o)

]
= J(q)

.
ξ (2.19)

where J(q) is (6× nζ) Jacobian matrix.
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2.2.2 Dynamic Model

The dynamical modeling of UAV with manipulator is based on the method
Lagrange formulation with which the equations of motion can be derived in
a systematic way independently of the reference coordinate frame.

Thinking of the total kinetic energy and potential energy of the system
T and U , then Lagrangian of the mechanical system can be defined as a
function of the generalized joints vector ξ:

L = T − U (2.20)

The Lagrange equations are expressed by:

d

dt

∂L
∂ξ̇i
− ∂L
∂ξi

= τi i = 1, ..., nξ (2.21)

where τi is the generalized force associated with the generalized joints i.
Based on the kinematics part, we can derive the kinetic energy Tb of UAV

and the kinetic energy Tli of manipulator link i.

Tb =
1

2
mB

˙(P I
B/I)

T ˙P I
B/I +

1

2
(ωIB/I)

T IIBω
I
B/I

=
1

2
mB

˙(P I
B/I)

T ˙P I
B/I +

1

2
η̇B

TQB
T IBBQBη̇B (2.22)

Tli =
1

2
mli

˙(P I
li/I)

T ˙P I
li/I +

1

2
(ωIli/I)

T IIliω
I
li/I

=
1

2
mli

˙(P I
li/I)

T ˙P I
li/I +

1

2
(ωIli/I)

TRI
BR

B
li I

li
liR

li
BR

B
I ω

I
li/I (2.23)

where IIB and IIli represent the inertia matrix of AUV and link i w.r.t inertia
frame respectively.

Therefore, according to equation(2.13)(2.14)(2.22) and(2.23), the total
kinetic energy can be written as:

T = Tb +
n∑
i=1

Tli =
1

2
ξ̇TB(ξ)ξ̇ (2.24)

where B(ξ) is (nξ × nξ) inertia matrix which is:

• symmetric

• positive definite

• configuration-dependent
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The component of B(ξ) can be derived as:

B11 = (mB +
n∑
i=1

mli)I3

B22 = QT
BI

B
BQB +

n∑
i=1

(mliΓη
TS(P I

li/I)
TS(P I

li/I)Γη +QT
BR

B
li I

li
liR

li
BQB)

B33 =
n∑
i=1

(mliJ
(li)
P

T
J

(li)
P + J

(li)
O

T
RB
li I

li
liR

li
BJ

(li)
O )

B12 = B21
T = −

n∑
i=1

(mliS(P I
li/I)Γη)

B13 = B31
T =

n∑
i=1

(mliR
I
BJ

(li)
P )

B23 = B32
T =

n∑
i=1

(QT
BR

B
li I

li
liR

li
BJ

(li)
O −mliΓη

TS(P I
li/I)

TRI
BJ

(li)
P )

The potential energy of the system consists of the potential energy asso-
ciated to UAV and the sum of potention energy associated to link i which
can be given by:

U = mBg

 0
0
1

P I
B/I + g

n∑
i=1

mli

 0
0
1

 (P I
B/I +RI

BP
B
li/B)

 (2.25)

where g = 9.8m/s2 is the gravity acceleration value and [0 0 1]T repre-
sents that the gravity acts along the z axes of inertia frame.

Then, based on the total kinetic and potential energies we have derived in
?? and ??, by computing Lagrange equations in ?? and taking the Christoffel
symbols of the first type [20] we can get the dynamic modeling of whole
system as

B(ξ)ξ̈ +C(ξ, ξ̇)ξ̇ + g(ξ) = u+ uext (2.26)

In which, u is a (nξ × 1) vector representing the generalized input forces.
g(ξ) = (∂U(ξ)/∂ξ)T and uext represents the effects caused by external gen-
eralized force and C is a (nξ × nξ) matrix in which

cij =

nξ∑
k=1

1

2
(
∂bij
∂ξk

+
∂bik
∂ξj

+
∂bjk
∂ξi

)ξ̇k



Chapter 3

Robot Motion Planning

In this chapter we will develop a high level motion planner framework for
multi-agent case. In particular, we will construct the abstraction of robot
motion in workspace first. Then we need to develop the LTL formula and
related büchi automaton based on the complex robot task specification. Last
but not the least, we will do synchronized product of finite transition system
and büchi automaton and search the optimal path.

3.1 Discretized Abstraction

We will use a weighted finite transition system(FTS)[21] to describe the
behavior of a robot within a workspace in this section.

3.1.1 Partition of Workspace

Suppose we partition the initial workspace into N regions, denote by Π =
{π1, π2, ..., πn}, where πi∩πj = ∅, if i 6= j. There are different decomposition
schemes available depends on control strategy and robot dynamic [22] [23]
[24] such as triangles, rectangle, polygon and sphere. The partition natu-
rally include the Boolean proposition Ψr = {Ψr1,Ψr2, ...Ψrn} which has the
following property:

Ψri =

{
Ture if p ∈ πi
False if p /∈ πi

(3.1)

where p means current position of robot.
In addition, we also would like to define the what properties can be

satisfied as region πi. Then, we defined another set of Boolean proposition
Ψp = {Ψp1,Ψp2, ...,Ψpn} to denote the properties at every region.

19
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3.1.2 Continuous Dynamic of Robot

Although we decompose the workspace into several independent component,
we should also take the geometric setting of the robot into consideration so
that the planned motions can be executable in the physical world[25].

Normally, the continuous dynamical of the robot motion is often formal-
ized using a function p : [0, T ] → S that satisfies an ordinary differential
equation of the form:

˙p(t) = f(p(t), u(t)) (3.2)

Where p(t) is the position of robot at time t. u : [0, T ] → U for all
t ∈ [0, T ]. S ∈ Rn and U ∈ Rn are state space and control space respectively.

Besides, there is another constraint for controller U :

u(t) = U(πi, πj) (3.3)

Which means that when robot move from current region πi to next region
πj within finite time T , controller U need to ensure the position of robot
p(t) ∈ (πi ∪ πj)at any time t ∈ [0, T ].

3.1.3 Weighted FTS

Based on section 3.1.1 and 3.1.2, we can abstract the robot motion among the
region Π = {π1, π2, ..., πn}, where we use boolean proposition ri represents
robot is now in region πi for i = 1, 2, .., n. Therefore, we can represent the
robot motion by a weighted finite transition system.

Definition 3.1. An atomic proposition(AP ) is a boolean statement or
assertion that must be true or false.

Definition 3.2. The weighted FTS is a

M = {ΠM, ActM,→M,ΠM0,ΨM, LM,WM} (3.4)

• ΠM is a set of state and ΠM = {πi, i = 1, 2, ..., n}

• ActM is a set of action we need to move from on region to another.

• →M is a set of transition between states and→M⊆ ΠM×ActM×ΠM.

• Π0M is a set of initial state.

• ΨM is a set of atomic proposition and ΨM = Ψr ∪Ψp.

• LM is a label function LM : ΠM → 2ΨM indicate the set of atomic
proposition satisfied at each state.

• WM is the weight of each transition ∈→M, in our case πi →M πj we
simply define the weight of→M as the straight-line distance dist(πi, πj)
between two states.
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3.2 LTL Based Specification

3.2.1 Syntax and Semantics

Linear Temporal Logic(LTL) formula over the set of atomic proposition AP
can be constructed by using following syntax:

ϕ ::= True | a | ϕ1 ∧ ϕ1 | ¬ϕ | © ϕ | ϕ1 ∪ ϕ2 (3.5)

where a ∈ AP and ∧(and), ¬(not), ©(next), ∪(until)
Based on LTL syntax above, we can derive other useful operators such

as:

• ∨(or) := ¬(¬ϕ1 ∧ ¬ϕ2)

• ⇒ (implication) := ¬ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2

• ♦(eventually) := True ∪ ϕ

• �(always) := ¬♦¬ϕ

• ♦�ϕ: ’eventually forever ϕ’

• �♦ϕ: ’infinitely often ϕ’

LTL formula can specify the property of path. In other words, it specifies
a set of infinite wordsWords(ϕ) over 2AP that satisfied the formula ϕ where

Words(ϕ) = {σ ∈ (2AP ) |σ |= ϕ} (3.6)

In which σ = σ0σ1σ2....

Definition 3.3. The semantics of LTL can be defined as follow:

• σ |= True

• σ |= a iff σ0 |= a

• σ |= ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 iff σ |= ϕ1 and σ |= ϕ2

• σ |= ¬ϕ iff σ 6|= ϕ

• σ |=©ϕ iff σ[1...] = A1A2A3... |= ϕ

• σ |= ϕ1 ∪ ϕ2 iff ∃j ≥ 0, σ[j...] |= ϕ2 and σ[i...] |= ϕ1, for all 0 ≤ i < j

In order to have a better understanding of LTL formula, an example is
provided:

Example 3.1. (�♦A) ∧ (�A ⇒ ©(¬A ∪ B)) means infinity often visit
region A, besides, never visit A again before finishing visiting region B.
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3.2.2 Büchi Automaton

From section 3.2.1 we know that the LTL formula specifies a set of infinite
words Words(ϕ) over 2AP . Therefore, we need to find a kind of automa-
ton that is suited for this infinite word Word(ϕ) – Nondeterministic Büchi
Automaton(NBA).

Definition 3.4. Given a LTL formula ϕ, there exist a NBA over 2AP cor-
responding to ϕ, where the NBA can be denoted as a tuple

Aϕ = (Q, 2AP , δ, Q0, F ) (3.7)

• Q is a set of states

• 2AP is an alphabet

• δ is a transition relation which means Q× 2AP → 2Q

• Q0 is a set of initial states

• F is set of accept state

Definition 3.5. For a NBAAϕ, if there exists a language L(Aϕ) = Words(ϕ)
in which some accept state occur infinitely often, we can say thatL(Aϕ) is
an accepting run in Aϕ[21].

Definition 3.6. The accepting run of a büchi automaton has the ’prefix-
suffix’ structure where prefix starts from the initial state q0 ∈ Q0 to one of
accept state qf ∈ F and only visit once while the suffix loop is repeated
infinitely.

τ = τpre(τsuf )ω (3.8)

There are several algorithms can be used to convert the LTL formula
into a NBA which has already been reviewed in chapter 1. In this thesis, we
directly use the method develop by Denis Oddoux and Paul Gastin called
LTL2BA[26]. LTL2BA uses generalized Büchi automaton as an transitional
step, generating a very weak alternating co-Büchi automaton and then trans-
forms it into a Büchi automaton.

Example 3.2. Given a LTL formula (�♦a)∧(�♦b)∧(�♦c)∧(�(a⇒©b)),
derive the corresponding NBA.

The NBA derived by LTL2BA is shown in figure 3.1 where the boolean
expression for example (!a& &b) denoting the expression {b} and {b, c}
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Figure 3.1 NBA corresponding to example 3.2

3.3 Optimal Path Planning

Based on the weighted finite transition system(wFTS) that can be used to
describe the behavior of a robot within a workspace and the LTL formula
based Nondeterministic Büchi Automaton(NBA), we would like to derived
the synchronized product of TS and NBA that satisfied the task specification
and find the optimal path that minimize the cost during whole process.

3.3.1 Product Büchi Automaton

Definition 3.7. The synchronized product of wFTS M and NBA Aϕ can
be defined by a tuple

Ap =M⊗Aϕ = {Q′, 2AP , δ′, Q′0, F ′,Wp} (3.9)

• Q′ is the set of states where Q′ = ΠM×Q = {(π, q) ∈ Q′|π ∈ ΠM and
q ∈ Q}

• 2AP is atomic proposition set
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• δ′ is the transition function between different states where (πj , qn) ∈
δ′(πi, qm) iff →M⊆ πi ×ActM × πj and qn ∈ δ(qm, LM(πj))

• Q′0 is a set of initial state where(π, q) ∈ Q′0 iff π ∈ Π0 and there exists
q0 ∈ Q0 ∩ q ∈ δ(q0, LM(π))

• F ′ is the set of accept sates where F ′ = {(π, q)|q ∈ F and π ∈ ΠM}

• Wp is the weight function of edge whereWp{(πi, qm), (πj , qn)} = WM(πi, πj)

Since Ap is still a büchi automaton[21], the accepting run can be defined
similar as Aϕ. Therefore, our task in the next step is to search the optimal
run that has the structure like:

R = Rpre(Rsuf )ω (3.10)

Figure 3.2 Accepting run consists of prefix and suffix

3.3.2 Shortest Path Search

Finding the optimal path planing based on product automaton Ap means
that we need to find the prefix(from initial states to some certain accept
state) and the suffix(the loop starts from accept states and end at the same
state) as well as the best combination of prefix and suffix that can minimize
the total cost(the sum of edge weight along the shortest path).

There are several algorithms can be used to solve this kind of shortest
path problem such as Dijkstra’s [27], Bellman Ford [28], A∗ search [29], Floyd
Warshall [30]. Considering the characteristic of these algorithm, Dijkstra
algorithm would be the classic option in our case.
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Dijkstra solves the one-all shortest path problem which means it can
determine the shortest path from initial state q0 to all the other state in
the graph. In order to speed up the algorithm, we modified the algorithm
slightly: as long as all the states in the targets are visited, we stop the algo-
rithm since rest of the states unvisited are worthless to us. The process of
searching shortest prefix is described by algorithm 3 and algorithm 4

Algorithm 3 Dijkstra_shortest_prefix

Require: Product automaton Ap, initial state q0 ∈ Q′0
Ensure: The minimum distance dist[q] from particular node q to q0 and

pred[q] of node q along the shortest path from q0 to q.
1: function Dijkstra_shortest_prefix(Ap, q0, targets)
2: tovisit = []
3: visited = []
4: targets = F ′

5: for q ∈ Q′ do
6: d[q] =∞
7: tovisit.append(q)
8: end for
9: d[q0] = 0

10: pre[q0] = NIL
11: while tovisit 6= ∅ ∧ targets 6= ∅ do
12: u = Extract_Min(tovisit)
13: visited.append((u, d[u]))
14: tovisit.pop(u)
15: for v ∈ post[u] do
16: if d[v] > d[u] +W ′(u, v) then
17: d[v] = d[u] +W ′(u, v)
18: pred[u] = v
19: end if
20: end for
21: if u ∈ targets then
22: targets.pop(u)
23: end if
24: end while
25: return dist, pred
26: end function
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Algorithm 4 Compute_path
Require: (dist, pred) from Dijkstra_shortest_prefix, initial state qi, accept

state qj
Ensure: shortest path between qi and qj
1: function Compute_path(qi, qj)
2: path = []
3: u = qi
4: while pred[u] 6= qj do
5: path.append((u, pred[u]))
6: u = pred[u]
7: end while
8: path.append((u, qj))
9: return path

10: end function

However, when it comes to the problem ’finding the shortest suffix loop’,
things become a little complicated since for dijistra algorithm, the shortest
path from qs to qs is 0. Actually, we can consider about one step previous
state before accept state pre[qs], then we can use the dijistra algorithm to
compute the shortest path from qs to pre[qs] and finally add (pre[qs], qs) into
path.

Algorithm 5 Dijkstra_shortest_suffix

Require: Product automaton Ap, accept state qs ∈ F ′
Ensure: Shortest path Rsuf from qs to qs
1: path = []
2: targets = pre(qs)
3: dist, pred = Dijkstra_shortest_prefix(Ap, qs, targets)
4: for p ∈ pre(qs) do
5: path.append(compute_path(qs, p))
6: path.append((p, qs))
7: end for
8: return Suffix path Rsuf

After we generating both shortest prefix and suffix loop, we can search
the optimal path by find the best combination of prefix and suffix. Since the
suffix loop will be run infinite times, we should put more emphasis on the
cost of suffix when we talking about the minimization of total cost. Therefore
we need a weighting parameter β to adjust cost function:

Wtotal =WRpre + βWRsuf (3.11)

.



Chapter 4

Local Task Planning and
Multi-agent Case

In this chapter, we will first develop the complete robot model including
both robot motion and action. Then we will consider the multi-agent case
in which we will design independent task for each agent, discuss collision
avoidance for high level planner as well as the hybrid controller for realizing
the collision avoidance planner by using navigation function.

4.1 Local Task Planning

4.1.1 Robot Action Model

There are several standard automated action planners such as STRIPS [31],
Planning Domain Definition Language(PDDL) [32], Action description lan-
guage(ADL) [33]. Given the initial state and the specification of target state,
they evaluate whether a action is executable by analyzing the precondition
and postcondition of the action [34]. We will use the same approach in [34]

Before we formalized the action model, the simple example is provided

Example 4.1. There is a task: pick ball A at region 4. Let’s consider this
problem by using precondition and postcondition. The result is sown in
figure 4.1

27
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Figure 4.1 Illustration for example 4.1

Therefore, we can denote the set of action performed by robot as Act =
{Act0, Act1, Act2, ..., Actn}, where Act0 means there is no action performed.
Besides, we introduce other three sets of proposition:

• ΨM = Ψr ∪ Ψp, the atomic propositions of workspace introduce in
Chapter 3.

• Ψs = {Ψs1,Ψs2, ...,Ψsj}, the atomic proposition used to represent
different internal state of robot, for example,’robot is holding ball
A’,’robot’s grasper is empty’ and so on.

• Ψb = {Ψb1,Ψb2, ...,Ψbk}, Ψbk is verification of action k. Only if action
k is preformed, Ψbk = True
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Based on ΨM,Ψs,Ψb, we can describe the precondition(pred) and post-
condition(posd) as follow:

The precondition function:

Act× 2ΨM × 2Ψs → True/False (4.1)

which means before we take the action, we need to consider about the in-
ternal state of robot and property of the current region, if both condition
is satisfied, then the action can be taken (Ture). Note that for Act0 the
precondition is True.

The postcondition function:

Act× (2Ψs ×Ψb)→ (2Ψs ×Ψb) (4.2)

which means that after the action is taken, internal state of robot and ver-
ification of action will change. For example, after action ’pick ball A’ is
implemented, the internal state of robot change from ’grasper is empty’ to
’robot is holding A’, besides, the Ψbk corresponding to task ’pick ball A’ is
activated to be True while other Ψbj ∈ Ψb are False.

Note that here we use Ψb instead of 2Ψb because that each time there will
be only one action performed so that we can reduce the size of automaton
significantly.

Definition 4.1. Given ΨM,Ψs,Ψb and Act, the robot action model can be
defined as

A = {ΠA, ActA,ΨM,→A,ΠA0,ΨA, LA,WA} (4.3)

• ΠA ⊆ (2Ψs ×Ψb) is a set of all internal state and verification of action.

• ActA is a set of actions which the robot is capable of.

• ΨM is the property of each region in workspace.

• →A is the transition relation denoted by →A⊆ πA× actA× 2ΨM × π′A
only if the following condition hold:

– πA, π
′
A ∈ ΠA and actA ∈ ActA

– pred(actA, 2
ΨM ,ΨM)→ True

– posd(actA, πA)→ π′A

• ΠA0 ⊆ (2Ψs ×Ψb0) is a set of initial state

• ΨA = Ψs ∪Ψb is the set of all atomic proposition in model

• LA is the label of state which equals to πA

• WA is the weight function which measures the cost of edges →A
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4.1.2 Complete Robot Model

Now, we have derived the robot motion model in Chapter 3:

M = {ΠM, ActM,→M,ΠM0,ΨM, LM,WM} (4.4)

as well as the robot task model in Chapter4:

A = {ΠA, ActA,ΨM,→A,ΠA0,ΨA, LA,WA} (4.5)

We can develop the complete robot model for both motion and action.

Definition 4.2. The complete robot model can be described as a tuple:

C =M⊗A = {ΠC , ActC ,→C ,ΠC0,ΨC , LC ,WC} (4.6)

• ΠC = ΠA ×ΠM is the set of state

• ActC = ActA ∪ActM is the set of all actions

• →C⊆ ΠC × ActC × ΠC is the transition function following the rules
below:

– (πM, πA)
actM−→M (π′M, πA) iff πM

actM−→M π′M and πA
actA0−→A πA

– (πM, πA)
actA−→A (πM, π

′
A) iff πA × actA ×M(πM)× π′A ⊂→A

• ΠC0 = ΠM0 × ΠA0 containing the initial region and initial action of
robot.

• ΨC = ΨM∪ΨA representing all the atomic proposition of whole model,
including Ψr,Ψp,Ψs,Ψb

• LC = LM ∪ LA is the label function.

• WC is the weight function where:

– WC{(πM, πA), (π′M, πA)} = WM(πM, π
′
M)

– WC{(πM, πA), (πM, π
′
A)} = WA(πA, π

′
A)

So far, we have developed the whole structure for single motion and action
planner. Given the complete robot model C and LTL specification based
automaton Aψ, we can build the synchronized product and find the optimal
path satisfied requirement by using the algorithm introduced in Chapter 3.
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4.2 Multi-agent Case

When the task specification become complicated and there is time constrain
for the task implementation or the work requires performing different action
by different kinds of robot , it’s obvious that we can not use only one robot
to finish all the task. Therefore, it is necessary do discuss the multi-agent
case.

4.2.1 Centralized Motion and Task Planning

Suppose we have N agents in total. For each agent i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}, we model
the motion of agent as:

Mi = {ΠM, ActiM,→i
M,Π

i
M0,Ψ

i
M, L

i
M,W

i
M} (4.7)

The definition rule is same as single agent case in Chapter 3. Since all the
agents share the same workspace, transition state ΠM should be the same,
but they may have different transition relation and initial state.

Considering the collision avoidance,that is, there can not be two or more
agents in one region at same time, we can generate the product motion model
as:

M = {ΠM, ActM,→M,ΠM0,ΨM, LM,WM} (4.8)

• ΠM is the set of state as defined in previous chapter

• ActM is a set of action

• →M represents the transition relation which can be defined as

– the example is give in two agent case

– (πi, πj)
actM−→M (π′i, π

′
j) iff π

′
i ⊆ post(πi)∩π′j ⊆ post(πj) and π′i 6= π′j

• ΠM0 =
∏N
i=1 Πi

M0 is the set of initial region.

• ΨM = ∪Ni=1Ψi
M is the atomic proposition of whole model

• LM = ∪Ni=1L
i
M is the label function.

• WM is the weight function where:

– WM{(πi...πj), (π′i...π′j)} =
∑N

i=1W
i
M(πi, π

′
i)

if we define the action model of agent i as

Ai = {Πi
A, Act

i
A,Ψ

i
M,→i

A,Π
i
A0,Ψ

i
A, L

i
A,W

i
A} (4.9)
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The product action model of whole system can be simply defined as:

A = ∪Ni=1Ai (4.10)

Then the following steps: product motion and action model, LTL based
automaton, synchronized product automaton and the optimal run search
base on the same method introduced in previous section.
Note: in order to have a better understanding of multi-agent process, the
specific implementation including partial code will be illustrated in chapter
5.

4.2.2 Navigation Function based Control Strategy

After finishing the high level path generating, we need to make sure the hy-
brid controller can be executed properly following the optimal path. There-
fore,there are at least three preconditions we need to consider about: robot
need to work within workspace; robot should never go across the forbidden
area; and agents should avoid colliding with each other.The worst case con-
dition may happening during the execution is represented in figure4.24.34.4

Figure 4.2 Agent fly outside the workspace

In order to avoid these kind of situation, we introduce the navigation
function presented in [35].Assuming that the robot satisfied the single-integrator
dynamics:

q̇ = u (4.11)

where q and u represents the position and velocity of robot. According to
Koditschek and Rimon, navigation function is a analytic real valued map
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Figure 4.3 Agent flies from A to C while going across the forbidden area D

Figure 4.4 Collision between agent1(red) and agent2(black)

with a integrated gradient vector field, which can generate curves from any
initial point to the destination in the sphere free space (F ) without colliding
obstacles. The free space has the following definition.

F , W −
M⋃
j=1

Oj (4.12)

Where W is the workspace regarded as a large sphere with radius ρ0.

W , {q ∈ En : ||q − q0||2 ≤ ρ2
0} (4.13)
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and Oj means the jth obstacle. Each obstacle has a center point qj and
a radius ρj . So, Oj can be written in following format, and M is the number
of the obstacles.

Oj , {q ∈ En : ||q − qj ||2 ≤ ρ2
j}, j = 1...M (4.14)

Furthermore, the obstacles are strictly in the work space and non-intersect.
It indicates that,

||qj ||+ ρj < ρ0, j = 1...M

||qi − qj || > ρi + ρj , j

Moreover, the destination point qd /∈ Oj , j = 1...M
The proposed navigation function, ϕ : F → [0, 1] (a mapping from

the free space to [0,1]), is a combination of three functions, i.e. function
composition.

ϕ , σd ◦ σ ◦ ϕ̂
, σd[σ(ϕ̂)] (4.15)

Where ϕ̂ is polar, almost everywhere Morse and analytic; obviously, it
can reach the peak on ∂F . Furthermore, we divide the set F into “good"
subset and “bad" subset. The destination points belongs to “good" subset
since there are negative gradient lines leading to it. Meanwhile, all the
boundary points belongs to the “bad" subset. The cost of points in “bad"
subset should be high. So, construct a fraction function with numerator term
(γ) and denominator term (β). γ term includes the destination points while
β term is consist of boundary points. As a result, ϕ̂ has following format.

ϕ̂ ,
γ

β
(4.16)

Where γ : F → [0,∞) is

γ , γkd , k ∈ N; (4.17)

γd , ‖q − qd‖2 (4.18)

and β : F → [0,∞) is

β ,
M∏
j=0

βj (4.19)

β0 , ρ
2
0 − ‖q − q0‖2 (4.20)

βj , ‖q − qj‖2 − ρ2
j , j = 1...M (4.21)
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And the function σ transform the [0,∞) to [0, 1]. σ should be monoton-
ically increasing on [0,∞) to make the set of critical points of ϕ̂ and σ(ϕ̂).
So, it can be defined in following format.

σ(x) ,
x

1 + x
(4.22)

Theoretically, the function composition σ(ϕ̂) is non-degenerate on F
except at the destination (qd). To change the destination to a non-degenerate
critical point, the function σd is needed. It has the coefficient k which is same
coefficient in ϕ̂. Also, the function σd transform the interval [0, 1] to [0, 1].

σd(x) , x
1
k , k ∈ N (4.23)

Finally, the navigation function on a valid free space F , which has a
designed positive integer k for any finite obstacles and for any destination
point in the F , is in following format.

ϕ = σd ◦ σ ◦ ϕ̂

=
γd

(γkd + β)1/k
(4.24)

In more general case – multi-agent case, we need to slightly modify the
original navigation function[36]:

ϕi =
γdi + fi

((γdi + fi)k +Gi)1/k
(4.25)

where ϕi denotes the navigation function for robot i, Gi for agent i represents
the relative position with other agents while f function will be defined later.

The reason why we need the G function in multi-agent case is that, we
need to consider different collision condition. For example, agent i only
collide with one agent or it collide with all other agent at same time which
is illustrated in figure 4.5

The Gi function is given as:

Gi =

niL∏
l=1

niRl∏
j=1

(gj)l (4.26)

where niL means the number of level and niRl means the number of relations
in level l for agent i.

(gj)l = (bj)l +
λ(bj)l

(bj)l + ˜(bj)
1/h

l

(4.27)
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Figure 4.5 level 1: collide with one agent(left), level 4: collide with 4
agent(right)

where (bj)l denotes the sum of all β{R,i}in the j-th case in level l

(bj)l =
∑
i∈j

β{R,i} (4.28)

for example, in figure 4.5, the 2-th case in level 2 can be

(b2)3 = β{R,A} + β{R,B} + β{R,C}

and ˜(bj)l denotes the complementary set of relations of level-l

˜(bj)l =
∏

m∈Rlc
(bm)l (4.29)

for example, in figure 4.5, the five agent case, for agent R, the complementary
set of 2-th case in level 2 is

˜(b2)3 = (b1)3 · (b3)3 · (b4)3

(b1)3 = β{R,A} + β{R,B} + β{R,D}

(b3)3 = β{R,A} + β{R,C} + β{R,D}

(b4)3 = β{R,B} + β{R,C} + β{R,D}

fi is used to make sure the navigation function ϕi attains positive values
in proximity situations even when agent i has already reached its destination.
Both of them will be illustrated later.The f function is defined as:

fi(Gi) =


a0 +

3∑
j=1

ajGi
j , Gi 6 X

0, Gi > X

(4.30)

where a0, a1, a2, a3 are a set of parameters to make sure when Gi → 0, fi is
maximized while fi is minimized when Gi = X
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The navigation function is mathematically correct. Let the velocity of
robot follow the negated gradient u = − 5 ϕ, the navigation function can
approach the destination point qd to make 5ϕ(qd) = 0, since qd is a non-
degenerate local minimum of ϕ. It supports a simple and valid motion
planning algorithm. In other word, there exists a curve path for quadrotor to
arrive the destination point in a valid free space without any collision from
almost any starting position in F





Chapter 5

Implementation

In this chapter we will verify the LTL based motion and action planner by
a series of simulation and real quadcopter experiment. The block diagram
representation of this planning work is given in figure5.1

Figure 5.1 LTL based planning framework.

The algorithms for high-level planner and low-level planner are discussed
in chapter 3 and chapter 4 separately. Then we need the hybrid coordination
layer to communicate with each layer.

we generate the optimal path R = πR,0πR,1... based on algorithm 3,4,5.
For each pair of transition (πR,i, πR,i+1) there exists an action ActC where
πR,i ×ActC × πR,i+1 ⊆→C . According to the ActC , corresponding controller
is activated until the condition is satisfied. The detail of hybrid controller is
illustrated in algorithm 6.

39
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Algorithm 6 Hybrid_coordination_layer
Require: optimal path R = πR,0πR,1...
Ensure: Low level control strategy
1: Follow the optimal path sequence (πR,i, πR,i+1) ∈ R for i ∈

0, 1, 2, ..., n− 1 repeat following step:
2: Since πR,i ×ActC × πR,i+1 ⊆→C
3: if ActC ∈ ActA and ActC = actA,k then
4: Activate corresponding action controller K until Ψb,k is True
5: end if
6: if ActC ∈ ActM then
7: Navigation function is activated until the position of robot p ∈ πR,i+1

8: end if

5.1 Simulation

In order to have a better visualization of results, we only study the 2D
case. However, the model the method we proposed can be applied in N
dimension.Considering the real number of quadcopter in Smart Mobility Lab,
we will discuss the two quadcopters case in this chapter.

Considering the workspace given in figure 5.2

Figure 5.2 Abstraction of Workspace

The workspace is bounded in region π0 = (6, 6), r = 6. The regions
of interest are π1 = (3.5, 2), π2 = (8.5, 2), π3 = (8, 10), π4 = (6, 6), π5 =
(6, 11), π6 = (1.5, 8). Besides, we assume the region of interest and quad-
copter have the same radius rstate = ragent = 0.3. Each region is supposed
to connected with any other region and the cost of edge is measured by the
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geometric distance between them.Each region for different agent has different
labels as show in figure 5.3

Figure 5.3 Labels for Different Region

The motion model of each agentMican be generate by:

Figure 5.4 Motion Model for Single Agent

Therefore, the product motion model of two agents can be derived by
class MultiProdMot
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Figure 5.5 Product Motion model

As for the action model, assuming agent A and agent B are capable
of three action separately: Act1A0 = None,Act1A1 = pick balla, Act1A2 =
drop balla and Act2A0 = None,Act1A1 = pick ballb, Act2A2 = drop ballb, then
the action dictionary can be initialized as:

Figure 5.6 Initialization of Action Dictionary

Where the second attribute of each key is the precondition of each action
and the last attribute denotes the agent that a responsible for this action.

Therefore, the action model can be built by class ActionModel:
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Figure 5.7 Action Model

Based on the product model and action model, we can generate the
complete multi-agent model as:

Figure 5.8 Complete Multi-agent Model

Note that we discuss the case when agent stay at same region, which kind
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of action can be executed at this region as well as when [region] 6= [regionto],
which agent has changed the region. This kind of labels are very important
because after we finding the optimal path, each node πRi will have the similar
format as ((2.5, 8), (6, 11),′ picka′) which is a representation for all agents at
the same step. We need to extract the path for each agent, such as in figure
5.9

Figure 5.9 Extract Path for each agent

Case 1

Task Definition

In this case, we define the task for two agents as: Agent A pick balla at
region 6 and drop balla in the basketa in region 1, while agent B
pick ballb at region 2 and drop ballb in the basket b in region 5
as well as visits region 3. All the tasks should be done infinitely
often and never go to region 4 which can be written as LTL formula in
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python:

([] <> (picka)) & & ([] <> (pickb)) & & ([] <> (b3)) & & ([](!b4) & & (!a4))

([]((picka)− > X(!(picka)Udropa))) & & ([](pickb− > X(!(pickb)Udropb)))
(5.1)

Hence, the path we generate as

• For agent A

– prefix A: region 1 → region 6→ ’picka’ → ’None’ → region 1 →
’dropa’ → region 2

– surfix A: region 6 → ’picka’ → ’None’ → region 1 → ’dropa’ →
region 2

• For agent B

– prefix B:region 3 → region 2 → ’None’ → ’pickb’ → region 5 →
’None’ → ’dropb’ → region 3

– surfix B: region 2 → ’None’ → ’pickb’ → region 5 → ’None’ →
’dropb’ → region 3

The results are show in figure 5.10 and 5.11. For simplicity, only prefix
is generated on figure.

Figure 5.10 case1 with direction Figure 5.11 case1 with quads area

where the left one shows the direction of path while the right shows the
area of the quadcopter so that we can know that both agent A and B never
reach the forbidden region 4.
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Case 2

There is another case we simulated with one quadcopter has specific action
which the other doesn’t.

Task Definition

In this case, the motion and action are defined as: Agent B go to region
1, region 2, region 5 infinitely often. Agent A needs to pick ball at
region 6 and drop ball at region 2 and report the task message at
region 5 infinitely often.

Note: Agent B needs to go to region 5 check message and send message
to A so that A can pick the ball. After A drop the ball, it needs to go to
region 5 report the status and then B will go to region 5 check message again.

Hence, the path we generate as

• For agent A

– prefix A: region 1 → region 6 → ’pick’ → region 2 → ’drop’ →
region 5

– surfix A: region 6 → ’pick’ → region 2 → ’drop’ → region 5

• For agent B

– prefix B: region 2 → region 5 → region 1 → region 3 → region 1
→ region 2

– surfix B: region 5 → region 1 → region 3 → region 1 → region 2

The results are show in figure 5.12 and 5.13. For simplicity, only prefix
is generated on figure.

Figure 5.12 case2 with direction Figure 5.13 case2 with quads aera
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5.2 Real Quadcopter based Experiment

In this section, we will focus on the real quadcopter experiment. Due to
the limit of space, we reduce the radius of each state while keep the ratio
between quadcopter and workspace the same as real condition.

Note two experiments implemented in this part are based on one real
quadcopter and one visual quadcopter.

Since the basic framework of ROS has been built in Smart Mobility Lab,
the main idea of this experiment is getting familiar with ROS framework
so that we can establish desired the ros node file and subscrib the position
information of each quadcopter from corresponding topic and publish the
desired speed to speed controller as well as modify a set of launch files.

Real vs Virtual case 1

Consider about the following case:
Both agent A and agent B need to visit region 1, region 2 and

region 3 infinitely often while avoid forbidden region 4
The initial state of agent A is region 1 and the initial state of agent B is

region 2. The optimal path is found as:

• agent A: region 1 → region 2 → region 3 → region 1 → region 2 →
region 3 →....

• agent B: region 2 → region 3 → region 1→ region 2 → region 3 →
region 1 →....

Hence, the result is shown in figure 5.14
From result 1 we can easily tell that blue one is real quadcopter since

there are a lot of measurement noise during the experiment. However, we
can also find that the navigation function is quite robust during the real
experiment.

Real vs Virtual Case 2

In order to further verify the validity of navigation function, due to the
limited of space, we only consider the one step move: let agent A and agent B
switch their position to see whether they can avoid each other automatically.

The result is show in figure 5.15. We notice that when it comes to the
most trick problem: switch position with each other, two agents will adjust
the position and distance between each other and will not collide with each
other and other fixed obstacles.
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Figure 5.14 Real case 1 result

Figure 5.15 Real case 2 result
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Two Real Quads Case

Since in figure 5.15 we can see that two quadcopters are very closed to
each other when they want to switch position, we decide not to do the
switch position case in two real quadcopters case.(The the air turbulence
and measurement error may cause the crash and ruin two quadcopter.)

Therefore, we re-implement the Real vs Virtual Case 1 and the result
is shown in figure 5.16 and 5.17

Figure 5.16 Two Real Quads Case online simulation

Figure 5.17 Two Real Quads Case online simulation

We can see that the measurement noise is quite large but the navigation
function is still robust enough to achieve collision avoidance.





Chapter 6

Discussion

In this chapter, I will make a brief conclusion about what has been done and
discuss about future work.

6.1 Conclusion

My main contribution in this master thesis is focus on following aspects:

• Completed dynamic modeling of quadcopter wiht manipulator.

– Firstly we derived the kinematic model of quadcopter with ma-
nipulator.Then the dynamical modeling is based on the method
Lagrange formulation with which the equations of motion can be
derived in a systematic way independently of the reference co-
ordinate frame. However, due to the limit of time and lack of
real manipulator with actuator, we didn’t design the controller in
this case. But the dynamic model provide a solid foundation for
further study.

• High level motion and task planning.

– In this part we focus on the high level motion and action planner
framework for multi-agent case. In particular, we constructed the
abstraction of robot motion in workspace and derived the action
model first. Then given the LTL formula we can find related
buÌĹchi automaton based on the complex robot task specification.
Thirdly, we did synchronized product of finite transition system
and buÌĹchi automaton and search the optimal path. Last but
not the least, we discussed the multi-agent case.

51
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• Low level navigation function based controller.

– Based on the generated high level path, we need to make sure the
hybrid controller can be executed properly following the optimal
path while avoid collide with obstacles. We introduced the origi-
nal navigation function which can generate curves from any initial
point to the destination in the sphere free space without colliding
obstacles as well as discussed the more general case dealing with
multi-agent case(the dynamic obstacle case)

• Simulation and real quadcopter experiment.

– Firstly, we further illustrated the implementation detail in multi-
agent case, especially the combination of motion and action model
as well as the precondition and postcondition configuration. Then
we verify the validity of this kind of LTL based motion and ac-
tion planning algorithm in python simulation. In real quadcopter
experiment, due to the lack of manipulator, we only discuss the
multi-agent motion planning.

6.2 Future Work

In this master thesis, we discuss about symbolic LTL planning. However,
there are still some challenges to be solved.

• Büchi automaton generated by LTL2BA is sensitive to the order in
LTL formula. Therefore, a new way to develop corresponding büchi
automaton may be necessary.

– In this master thesis, given specific LTL formula, we use the
software LTL2BA to generate corresponding büchi automaton.
The problem is that, for different LTL formula that represents
the same task, for exmaple,we have the task ’visit region A and
region B infinitely often’,we don’t care about visit order, but
(�♦A) ∧ (�♦B) and (�♦B) ∧ (�♦A) will have different büchi
automaton which may cause one has short path while the other
has a longer path. Therefor, it will be difficult to find the shortest
path for a long LTL formula. I may find another way to generate
the LTL formula.
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• On the other hand, I may put more emphasis on the decentralized task
planning and study the multi-agent systems with dependent local tasks.
That is, we will discuss more complex task that can’t be implemented
by one agent and need several agent coordinate with each other.

• Last but not the least, I may continue studying the multi-agent(more
that two agent) navigation function. In this case, we need to discuss
different collision condition: how many agent collide. Then we need
to develop the G function we mentioned in chapter 4 to solve this
problem. We also need to add the f compensate function to make the
whole system more flexible: make sure the agent which already reach
its target also can coordinate with other agent and give way to other
agent to reach their target region.
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